
Lightening Fast 
Remediation
Delivers continuous
rapid risk reduction.

Immediate Time
To Value
Removes costly, time
consuming requirements.

Full Spectrum 
Resolution 
Remediation coverage for 
all vulnerability types.

Smooth, Efficient
Collaboration
Enables seamless ITOps
and SecOps coordination.

Fixing Vulnerabilities Doesn’t Have 
To Be A Fire Drill
Threat exposure is a growing business risk –
with vulnerabilities piling up faster than
traditional remediation processes and tools can
fix them. 

AutomatedAutomated
Vulnerabil ityVulnerabil ity
PatchingPatching
Continuous vulnerability detection and
remediation in minutes, not months

sales@purplesec.uspurplesec.us/autopatch/

88%

206

60%

Find patch coordination
with other teams costs
them an extra 12 days. 

Average # of hours
spent patching apps and
systems each week. 

Say that they do not have
a single view of their full
remediation cycle.

Find And Fix Vulnerabilities Fast

Now you can eliminate threats and manage
exposed endpoints with PurpleSec's auto
patching service. 

Leveraging cutting-edge automation and AI-
powered technologies we're able to deliver end-
to-end detection and remediation, making it easy
for SecOps and ITOps to coordinate from the
moment a vulnerability is discovered until it’s
remediated – all without uncertainty or
confusion.

AutomatedAutomated
Vulnerabil ityVulnerabil ity
PatchingPatching
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Cloud 
Native Design
Get faster implementation
and limitless scalability.

Single, Lightweight
Agent
Control all of your
endpoints with minimal
overhead and virtually no
impact on the end user.

Zero
Infrastructure
Deploy across your cloud,
on-premises, or hybrid
environment without
adding hardware or VPNs.

Multi-Platform
Coverage
Manage Windows, Mac,
and Linux, plus hundreds
of third-party applications
from a single console.
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IT Operations

Why PurpleSec?

1. Sync

Vulnerability data is automatically pulled from
Rapid7 daily based on the configuration filters
and device tags you set.

2. Classify

Vulnerabilities are automatically broken down
into three categories of tasks:

3. Remediate

Deploy auto-generated patches and configuration
fixes across all your vulnerable devices.

4. Verify

View remediation status in real-time. Remediation
results can be easily viewed and exported to
confirm that vulnerabilities have been
successfully fixed from one, cloud-native place.

Patchable Vulnerabilities | Config-Based Vulnerabilities | Unmanaged Device

The Fastest Path To Full-Cycle
Vulnerability Management

ALL YOUR ENDPOINTS. ALWAYS
CONFIGURED. ALWAYS SECURE. Cloud-
native IT operations for modern
organizations.

PurpleSec makes it easy to fix critical
vulnerabilities and keep every endpoint
automatically configured, patched, and secured.
With PurpleSec, get visibility and control across
operating systems, all from one place.

Ignite operational efficiency for better security
outcomes, faster and with fewer resources.
Remediate thousands of critical vulnerabilities in
minutes, not months.
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